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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the umbral representation of the geometric polynomials
wnx WDwn.x/ to derive some properties involving these polynomials. Furthermore, for any prime
number p and any polynomial f with integer coefficients, we show .f .wx//p  f .wx/ (mod
p) and we give other curious congruences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The geometric numbers are quantities arising from enumerative combinatorics and
have nice number-theoretic properties. In combinatorics, the n-th geometric num-
ber (named also the n-th ordered Bell number) counts the number of ways to par-
tition the set Œn WD f1; : : : ;ng into ordered subsets [2, 3, 6]. The geometric poly-
nomials are defined by wn.x/ DPnkD0 ˚nk	kŠxk and satisfy the recurrence relation
.xC 1/wn.x/ D xPnjD0  njwj .x/; n  1; [9], where ˚nk	 is the .n;k/-th Stirling
number of the second kind [2, 26]. These polynomials have attracted attention from
many researchers, see for instance [9, 10, 15–17]. For x D 1 we obtain the geomet-
ric numberswn WDwn.1/DPnkD0 ˚nk	kŠ, for more information about these numbers,











This polynomial generalizes the geometric polynomial wn.x/D wn.xI0;0/ and the







r-Stirling number of the second kind [4]. One can see easily that
w0.xIr;s/D sŠ;
w1.xIr;s/D sŠ.rC .sC1/x/;
c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w2.x;r; s/D sŠ.r2C .2rC1/.sC1/xC .sC1/.sC2/x2/:
We note that this generalization can be viewed as a particular case of that defined
by Kargin et al. [16]. As it shown below, these polynomials are also linked to the


























where .˛/n D ˛   .˛ nC1/ if n 1, .˛/0 D 1.
This work is motivated by application of the umbral calculus method to determine
identities and congruences involving Bell numbers and polynomials in the works of
Gessel [13], Sun et al. [27], Mezo˝ et al. [19] and Benyattou et al. [1]. In this paper, we
will talk about identities and congruences involving the .r; s/-geometric polynomials
based on the geometric umbra defined by wnx WD wn.x/: For more information about
umbral calculus, see [5, 13, 22–25].
2. IDENTITIES INVOLVING THE .r; s/-GEOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS
The above recurrence relation is equivalent to .xC 1/wnx D x.wxC 1/n;n  1.
Furthermore, we have
Proposition 1. Let f be a polynomial and r;s be non-negative integers. Then
.xC1/f .wxC r/D xf .wxC rC1/Cf .r/;
.wxC r/nCr D .nC r/Šxn.xC1/r ;
.wxC r   s/n.wx/s D xswn.xIr;s/;
.wxC r/n.wxC s/s D .xC1/swn.xIr;s/:
Proof. It suffices to show the first identity for f .x/ D xn. For r D 0 we have
.xC1/wnx  x.wxC1/n D ı.nD0/: Assume it is true for r  1; then if we set
hn.r/ WD .xC1/.wxC r/n x.wxC rC1/n
we obtain hn.r/DPnjD0  njhj .r   1/DPnjD0  nj.r   1/j D rn; which concludes
the induction step. For the other identities, since .x/n DPnkD0. 1/n knkxk and








.r/j .wx/nCr j D .nC r/Šxn.xC1/r :
















.wx  s/j .wx/s D .wxC r   s/n.wx/s;
















.wx/j .wxC s/s D .wxC r/n.wxC s/s:

The last two identities of Proposition 1 lead to:
Corollary 1. Let r; s be non-negative integers and f be a polynomial. Then
.xC1/sf .wxC r   s/.wx/s D xsf .wxC r/.wxC s/s:

















Then .wx  r  1/n D nŠPn.xIr/ and .wxCnC r/n D nŠTn.xIr/:
Proof. It suffices to observe that
































The following theorem can be served to derive several identities and congruences
for the .r; s/-geometric polynomials.




f .k/.xC1/m 1 kxk; m 1:
Proof. Set f .x/DPnkD0akxk and use Proposition 1 to obtain
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which concludes the induction step. 
We note that for f .x/ D xn and x D 1 in Theorem 1 we obtain Proposition 3.3
given in [8].










; x >  1
2
:
Proof. For m D 1 in Theorem 1, when we replace f .x/ by f .xC r/ we get the



















f .wxCnC1//D f .wx/
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 3. Let n;r;s be non-negative integers.














; x >  1
2
:
Corollary 4. For any integers r  0; s  0 and n 1 the polynomial wn.x;r; sC
r/ has only real non-positive zeros.
Proof. From Corollary 3 we may state
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and using the recurrence relation of r-Stirling numbers we conclude that this identity
remains true for all real number x. So, by induction on n, it follows that wn.xIr;sC
r/; n 1; has only real non-positive zeros. 

















































For more explicit formulae for geometric polynomials, see for example [15].



































Proof. One can verify easily that the exponential generating function of the poly-
nomials wn.xIr;s/ is to be sŠexp.rt/.1 x.exp.t/ 1// s 1: Then, upon using this
generating function and the last Lemma, we can write
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3. CONGRUENCES INVOLVING THE (R,S)-GEOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we give some congruences involving the .r; s/-geometric polyno-
mials. Let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers and for two polynomials f .x/; g.x/ 2
ZpŒx; the congruence f .x/  g.x/ (mod pZpŒx ) means that the corresponding
coefficients of f .x/ and g.x/ are congruent modulo p: This congruence will be used
later as f .x/ g.x/ and we will use a b instead a b (mod p ).
Proposition 4. Let n;r;s be non-negative integers and p be a prime number. Then,
for any polynomial f with integer coefficients there holds
p 1X
kD0
f .k/.xC1/p 1 kxk  f .wx/:
In particular, for f .x/D .xC r   s/n.x/s or .xC r/n.xC s/s we get, respectively,
p 1X
kD0




Proof. For mD p be a prime number, Theorem 1 implies
LHS D .xC1/pf .wx/ xpf .wxCp/ .xpC1/f .wx/ xpf .wx/D f .wx/:
For the particular cases, use Proposition 1. 
Corollary 5. Let n;r;s;m;q be non-negative integers and p be a prime number.
Then, for any polynomials f and g with integer coefficients there holds
.f .wx//pg.wx/ f .wx/g.wx/:
In particular, we have wmpCq.xIr;s/ wmCq.xIr;s/:
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
We note that, for f .x/D xm; g.x/D xq and x D 1, Corollary 5 may be seen as a
particular case of Theorem 3.1 given in [8].
Corollary 6. For any non-negative integers m  1;n;r; s and any prime number
p, there hold
.xC1/sC1.wm.p 1/.xIr;s/  sŠ/ .s  r 0/s.xC1/r 0xp r 0 ; r 0 ¤ 0;
.xC1/sC1.wm.p 1/.xIr;s/  sŠ/ sŠ.xpC1/; r 0 D 0;
where r 0  r and r 0 2 f0;1; : : : ;p 1g:













  .s  r 0Cp/s.xC1/r 0 1xp r 0
 .xC1/sw0.xI0;s/  .s  r 0/s.xC1/r 0 1xp r 0
 sŠ.xC1/s   .s  r 0/s.xC1/r 0 1xp r 0











which complete the proof. 
Remark 1. For r D s Dm 1D 0 in Corollary 6 or nD p in Lemma 1 we obtain
.xC1/wp 1.x/ x xp which gives for x D 1 the known congruence wp 1  0,
see [8].
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Now, we give some curious congruences on .r; s/-geometric polynomials and on
.r1; : : : ; rq/-geometric polynomials defined below.







Proof. Upon using the identity xswn.xIr;s/D .wxCr s/n.wx/s and the known











mp 1 k.wxC r   s/nCk.wx/s








. m/n j .wxC rCm  s/jCp 1.wx/s



























D xs. m/nwp 1.xIrCm;s/C ı.n1/xs.wn.xIr;s/  . m/nsŠ/
D xsŒ. m/nwp 1.xIrCm;s/Cwn.xIr;s/  . m/nsŠ;
where ı is the Kronecker’s symbol, i.e. ı.n1/ D 1 if n 1 and 0 otherwise. 









.j C rq/Šxj ; 0 r1      rq;






are the .r1; : : : ; rq/-Stirling numbers defined by Mihoubi et al. [21].
This polynomial is a generalization of the r-geometric polynomials wn.xIr/ WD
wn.xIr;r/.







n. m/r1   . m/rq .wp 1.xIm;0/ 1/:























































D . m/n. m/r1   . m/rq .wp 1.xIm;0/ 1/:

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Remark 2. Since xrqwn.xIrq/D wnx .wx/r1   .wx/rq ; then, for
g.x/D xq.x/r1   .x/rq and f .x/D xm in Corollary 5 we obtain
wmpCq.xIrq/ wmCq.xIrq/;
wm.p 1/.xIrq/ w0.xIrq/; r1   rq ¤ 0; m 0:






























aj .x/. m/nCj .wp 1.xIrCm;s/  sŠ/
D . m/nLt .x; m/.wp 1.xIrCm;s/  sŠ/:

4. CONGRUENCES INVOLVING wn.xIr;s/; Pn.x;r/ AND Tn.x;r/
The following theorem gives connection in congruences between the polynomials
wn and Pn:
Theorem 3. Let n;r be non-negative integers and p be a prime number. Then, for
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But for j  1 we have
.wx m/j .wx mCp 1/p 1 D .wx mCp 1/jCp 1
 .wx m 1/jCp 1 D .j Cp 1/ŠPjCp 1.x;mC1/
 ı.jD0/Pp 1.x;mC1/;
hence, it follows LHS  . 1/mmŠ.rCm/nPp 1.x;m/. 
A connection in congruences between the polynomials wn and Tn is to be:




Proof. Upon using the identity .xC1/swn.xIr;s/D .wxC r/n.wxC s/s and the





























































Corollary 8. Let Rn;t .xIr;s/ be as in Corollary 7. Then, for any non-negative
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